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Friday night and Saturday the “With Our Hands” retreat  

took place here at church.  
Those who came worshipped together,  

then took studio time, as it was called.   
We picked among all kinds of materials  

spread out on the tables in Fellowship Hall  
and settled down to be creative.  

The result can be seen in the windowsills in the Gathering Space. 
The favorite material to start with were cigars boxes  

of all shapes and sizes that Susan and Kendra collected.  
The wood had that lovely tobacco smell,  

and armed with paint, beads, wire, doodads of various shapes,  
bits of jewelry, and a host of other items,  

we worked silently for the most part,  
listening to music and simply creating,  

letting the Spirit take us where it would.  
If we needed something hammered or drilled or sawed  

or otherwise transformed with electric tools,  
there was a station set up for that in the hallway,  

and we took turns journeying out there to hack,  
pound or puncture our boxes as need be.  

It was refreshing. It was playful. It was surprisingly restful.  
I was astounded on Saturday when I looked up at the clock  

and saw that three hours had passed in a heartbeat, 
with plenty of time yet to go. 

My project was a box to match my star word for this year—journey.  
It’s a blue-green creation covered in bits that represent, for me anyway,  

all kinds of journeys I’ve already taken or hope to take,  
outward and inward.  

The point though, was never the product, it was the process,  
and for me anyway it was marvelous. 

   
There is a cross in my box, a hand-painted cross  

someone gave me years ago  
that had been languishing in a drawer.  

Now it’s in my journey box, a testament to the past  
and to the unknown future.  

There is a compass leaning on one of the arms  
to symbolize the need to keep moving 
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 in some direction that has yet to be discovered.  
 
Here in the center of our Lenten journey, though,  

the cross is exactly where we are headed.  
Our compass today is the insight Paul gives to his church in Corinth 

about the meaning of the cross. 
It is paired with another key text about the law,  

the Ten Commandments.  
Law and grace together.  

In one sense it is breath-taking pairing since these two scriptures  
stand at the very heart of Christian faith.  

 
The law, remember, was God’s gift to the people,  

designed to help us organize life with God at the center  
and the needs of neighbors and strangers  

ever a central part of our decision making in all things.  
The commandments shape our lives as covenant people.  

The cross tells us whose people we are.  
 
The character of the God of Moses, of Abraham, Isaac and Jacob,  

the character of God the father of Jesus Christ  
is most clearly revealed on the cross.          

  Not in the Resurrection, but the cross itself         
   and what Christ gave and endured there that really reveals our God.  

That is what Paul wants his church in Corinth to understand. 
They were a contentious bunch, very diverse and cosmopolitan, 

impressed with their own learning and sophistication. 
They had been hosting other preachers and were falling into factions  

based on whose teaching and preaching was the most impressive to them. 
Paul wants to bring them back to the center  

and help them see that they are using the wrong criteria  
for moving forward in faith. 

The God they belong to, he tells them, and us,  
is most clearly seen in Jesus’ death on the cross.  

 
Of course, they would rather look in other places,  

and so would we.  
We live in a culture that still puts its highest value  

on the two things Paul named two thousand years ago,  
personal experience and intellectual understanding.  

The Jews demand signs, says Paul, 
aligning them with the growing number of people today  

who put personal experience above any other source of insight. 
More and more now if someone hasn’t seen or arrived at it for himself or herself, 

it can’t be real, no matter what the topic may be.         
  It’s one reason why so many institutions that once had true authority,  
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    including the church and the academy,        
     no longer hold authority for so many people today. 

Notably, Jesus, consistently avoided situations  
in which people sought convincing demonstrations  

of his authority or power.   
In the quiet moment in the gospel of John  

that I added on to the end of our gospel reading today,  
we hear that many believed in Jesus  

because of the signs he was doing.  
But Jesus knew better than to “entrust himself to them.”  

Gawkers and bandwagon acolytes are not disciples.  
People who have seen something wondrous   

may have a great story to tell,  
but how many lives does momentary experience truly transform? 

Think about that time in your life 
when God showed up in an answer to prayer,  

in a moment of stillness,  
in a place of beauty or natural wonder,  

or even, if you have had such an experience,  
in an undeniable encounter.   

The memory may be meaningful,  
but has the impact lasted? 

Jesus knows better than to entrust himself  
to those who seek nothing beyond signs and wonders.  

 
The other place we’d much rather look than the cross  

for insight into God is worldly wisdom of almost any variety. 
Frederick Buechner writes that worldly wisdom can be summed up    

in phrases like, You've got your own life to lead,  
Business is business, Charity begins at home,  

Don't get involved, God helps those who help themselves,  
Safety first, and so forth.  

And, says Buechner, while this wisdom can on occasion lead  
to ruthlessness and indifference, on the whole it’s  

“not incompatible with Niceness.  
A man can be basically interested in nothing so much  

as feathering his own nest and still  
give generously to the Cancer Fund,  

be on the Board of Deacons, run for town office,  
and have a soft spot in their heart for children and animals.”  

Niceness, however, is a far cry 
from the radical freedom God seeks to deliver.  

Worse than niceness is skepticism.  
The more learning we obtain, the wiser we become,  

the more skeptical we tend to be of any religion: 
Dallas Willard has written, “We live in a culture that has, for centuries now,  
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cultivated the idea that the skeptical person  
is always smarter than one who believes.  

You can be almost as stupid as a cabbage,  
as long as you doubt.”i 

 
The Bible is actually no help here. It makes things harder. 
 The Old Testament is full of stories of God 
  “doing something foolish or weak or backward or scandalous. 
   Barren women deliver children (Genesis 21). 
    Forgotten prisoners become international statesmen (Genesis 41). 
     Reticent nomads become God’s prophets (Exodus 3-4). 
      Young shepherds found eternal dynasties (1 Samuel 16). 
   The Bible is a book full of surprise endings and dramatic reversals.”ii 
 
The cross seems to be the most ridiculous choice God makes of all. 
 Yet the good news of the gospel is  
  that Jesus’ death is the very center of human history 

the place where God is most fully seen and known.  
Far from the aloofness and autonomy the world says we should ape,  
 the cross reveals God deeply and lovingly involved in human life, 
  and most involved whenever there is suffering.  
   In Jesus’ death God invaded the world, 
    took on every form of humiliation, brutalization 

suffering, shame and death  
and emptied them of power for all time. 

The purpose of all such acts is to cow, harm, belittle or kill,      
 thereby demonstrates the strength of the perpetrator.        
  To all that God says “No!” 
 
From now on because of the cross every act of so-called power or violence 
 has to be seen through the lens of God’s radical love  
  for the threatened  

and the one who are doing the threatening.  
    What looks like power can never be the same.  
     What looks like wisdom is revealed to be a sham. 
 
I am guessing that the idea  

of sitting around tables painting and gluing  
and making things just for the experience  

sounds awfully foolish to some people.  
Unless you can turn out an artwork worthy of Van Gogh 

why bother, when there are so many other things to attend to? 
Because our God is a making God, a birthing God, a playful God, 

a Builder, a Changer, a Risk-taker, Life-Giver, 
 Restorer, Forgiver, Renewer, Redeemer, 

 whose limitless capacity to bring forth what is new  
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is the source of every creative impulse we have or ever will have.  
 God came into what we thought was reality, 
  dismantled it like a cigar box,  

showed us it was nothing but paste, paint, and paper 
a thin and flimsy basis for life, 

then offered us a whole new view  
of how to be with and for each other, 

and the whole of creation bowed down. AMEN. 

i Dallas Willard, Hearing God: Developing a Conversational Relationship with God, found quoted online at 
goodreads.com. 
ii Bruce Fisk, First Corinthians, Interpretation Bible Studies, Geneva Press, Louisville Kentucky, 2000, p.9. 

Writing the sermon this weekend I realized 
We do need to hear the gospel lesson for this day  

even though I left it out when putting together the bulletin.  
It begins at John 2:13 and we’ll push on just a little  

past the lectionary through verse 24. 
Listen for what the Spirit of God is saying to the Church: 
 

13 The Passover of the Jews was near, and Jesus went up to Jerusalem.  
14 In the temple he found people selling cattle, sheep, and doves, and the money 
changers seated at their tables. 15 Making a whip of cords, he drove all of them out of 
the temple, both the sheep and the cattle. He also poured out the coins of the money 
changers and overturned their tables. 16 He told those who were selling the doves, 
“Take these things out of here! Stop making my Father’s house a marketplace!” 17  

 
His disciples remembered that it was written, “Zeal for your house will consume me.” 
18 The Jews then said to him, “What sign can you show us for doing this?” 19 Jesus 
answered them, “Destroy this temple, and in three days I will raise it up.” 20 The Jews 
then said, “This temple has been under construction for forty-six years, and will you 
raise it up in three days?” 21 But he was speaking of the temple of his body. 22 After he 
was raised from the dead, his disciples remembered that he had said this; and they 
believed the scripture and the word that Jesus had spoken. 
 
23 When he was in Jerusalem during the Passover festival, many believed in his name 
because they saw the signs that he was doing. 24 But Jesus on his part would not 
entrust himself to them, because he knew all people. 
 
Our epistle reading for this Third Sunday of Lent  

is from I Corinthians. Listen for God’s Word to you: 
 
18 For the message about the cross is foolishness to those who are perishing, but to us 
who are being saved it is the power of God. 19 For it is written, 

“I will destroy the wisdom of the wise, 
     and the discernment of the discerning I will thwart.” 
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20 Where is the one who is wise? Where is the scribe? Where is the debater of this age? 
Has not God made foolish the wisdom of the world? 21 For since, in the wisdom of God, 
the world did not know God through wisdom, God decided, through the foolishness of 
our proclamation, to save those who believe.  
 

22 For Jews demand signs and Greeks desire wisdom, 23 but we proclaim Christ 
crucified, a stumbling block to Jews and foolishness to Gentiles, 24 but to those who are 
the called, both Jews and Greeks, Christ the power of God and the wisdom of God. 
25 For God’s foolishness is wiser than human wisdom, and God’s weakness is stronger 
than human strength. 
  
Please pray with me… 


